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Résumé : Nous présentons ici trois sites totalement nouveaux découverts en 
1999-2000 par Gizachew Abegaz dans la zone de Dilla, ainsi que des nouvelles 
données sur un site déjà connu, celui de Soka Dibića, avant de situer l’ensemble dans 
le contexte artistique régional de l’école Šappe-Galma.

Mots-clefs : Art rupestre, préhistoire, protohistoire, domestication, bovinés 
(Bos primigenius), néolithique.

Summary : We present here three totally new sites discovered in 1999-2000 by 
Gizachew Abegaz in the area of Dilla, as well as new data on a site already known, 
that of Soka Dibića, before setting the whole back in the regional artistic context of the 
Šappe-Galma school.

Keywords : Petroglyphs, prehistory, protohistory, domestication, bovids (Bos 
primigenius), neolithic.

1 - GODANA KINJO

It is a small site discovered by Gizachew Abegaz in July 1999, 25 kilometres 
away to the south of Dilla at an altitude of 1830 metres above sea-level and whose 
coordinantes are 06°18’05”N / 38°20’12”E (see map, No. 9).

The locality is a seven metres wide and two metres high rock-shelter, open to 
the west in an escarpment called Dayo and overlooking twenty odd metres below the 
river Godana that flows up north (fig. 1, 2). The figures are made up of four 
representations of bovids turned to the right, that is southward. It is hard to make out 
the sex of the first one (fig. 3), which is also the biggest one (L = 58 cm) but compared 
with the engravings of Šappe (fig. 17, 18) it could be a cow because the udder seems 
to be drawn behind the umbilical zone ; one of the horns is pricked up whereas the 
other one bends downward. There is a smaller bovid just below (L = 26 cm) scarcely 
indicated by a contour forming a “U” and with long, thin horns. There is yet another 
bovid (L = 38 cm) to the south but hardly legible and with horns forming elongated
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pincers (fig. 4, 5). The last is pictured 2.30 metres away; it may well be a male (L = 33 cm) with a distinct penis; it shows one horn pricked up and the other bending downward (fig. 6) like the first representation mentioned for this site.

2 - EJERSA GARA HALLO

This site is made up of only one horizontal engraved piece of rock about three metres long and 2.30 metres wide discovered by Gizachew Abegaz in October 2000, about six kilometres away to the north-west of Dilla and forty odd metres above the river Ejerssa (see map, No. 4). It shows a highly probable anthropomorph (h = 17 cm), a circular sign and six figures of boids (L = 17 to 30 cm) among which only one could be a male with the indication of the penis sheath. The surface of the rock is rather uneven and several engravings have much suffered from erosion (fig. 7).

Six Boids in the so-called Arabo-Ethiopian style can be made out: one with asymmetrical horns, two with long horns forming an arc of a circle widely open, and one with extremely incurved horns. The horns of another cannot be distinctively made out, and the head of the last one is destroyed by a natural cupule. The asymmetrical horns remind us of what the Hamar call kamara, a term describing "a particular horn formation in which one horn bends upwards and the other bends forwards" (Lydall & Streecker 1979:202, n. 123). The most interesting thing here is that the Boids are clearly associated with two signs. The first one is a circle placed above the upper horn of a boid (fig. 8, 9). Engraved circles are already known in Ethiopian rock art: one thinks of the concentric circles at Borosa (Anfray 1998), where they are joined to meandering lines, but the figure at Ejerssa Gara Hallo must be best compared with the Gesuba rock-shelter in Sidamo, where the boids show technical and stylistical similarities with the petroglyphs of Ejerssa Gara Hallo and where circles are well attested, one of them appearing above a zebu. The second sign cannot be interpreted with assurance, but it is reminiscent of an anthropomorph (fig. 9). In such a case, we could have a scene representing a man jumping over a boid, according to the ritual of tautothapsia (Le Quellec 1993), still practiced by the Hamar/Basada (fig. 10) - but with Bos indicus - at about 150 kilometres southwest of our area (Haberland 1959, pl. 45:1; Lydall & Streecker 1979:175, n. 31; Mohaupt 1995).

Since Ejerssa Gara Hallo is inland at about 20 kilometres of the western bank of Lake Abbaya, and since Gesuba is 45 kilometres inland from its northwest side (at 06°41'45" N / 37°30'35" E), this leads to the question of the relationship between the two sides of Lake Abbaya at the time where the engravings were made.

3 - LAGA HARRO

This locality was discovered by Gizachew Abegaz in November 2000 (see map, No. 2) and is only 300 metres away to the north of the site of Šappe discovered by F. Anfray in August 1965 (Anfray 1967). You can notice there a piece of rock (fig. 11) showing the engravings of two boids (fig. 12), one anthropomorph holding a spear (fig. 13) and a jābāna (kii meaning "coffee pot" in Amharic) with six cups lined up in two rows (fig. 14). One of the boids (L = 41 cm) seems to mount the other
one (L = 50 cm) but nothing indicates that it may actually be the representation of a coitus. The anthropomorph (H = 55 cm) is unique to date in Ethiopian engraved rock art and the frame of the spear can be made of nothing but metal. The coffee-pot and cups also are the only representations of this kind known at present and nothing allows us to set them apart from the objects of this kind currently used in the country.

4 - SOKA DIBIČA

Apart from these totally new sites we succinctly present that of Soka Dibiča which is 29 kilometres away to the south of Dilla along the right bank of the river Boyo at an altitude of 1855 metres above sea-level and whose coordinates are 06°17'40"N / 38°19'48"E (see map, No. 7).

The engravings of Soka Dibiča were discovered by accident in 1993 by Gizachew Abegaz and Xavier Gutherz who drew a freehand sketch of three engravings at that time (Joussamae, Barbier & Gutherz 1994:10). The representations count ten specimens which all are bovids cut in "taille d’épargne", spread on three west-facing blocs overlooking the river thirty odd metres below. The first block is one metre and a half long and bears only one bovid (L = 36 cm) whose horns form a widely open arc of a circle with the tip of the lower horn in contact with a small circle. The second block just underneath the previous one is two metres long and shows three engravings: two big bovids facing each other and a third one above the one on the right (fig. 15). The one on the left (L = 43 cm) has got horns forming a well-open arc of a circle; the upper one is incomplete but the tip of the lower one is in contact with a small circle like the previous specimen. This animal seems to confront another bovid (L = 39 cm) whose male sex is clearly indicated and whose horns correspond to the "pincers-like" type. Most probably, the third animal (L = 35 cm) also belongs to the "pincers-like" type although one of the horns cannot be seen. About one metre away from the block previously described there is a 2.20 metres long piece of rock with six other representations of bovids with horns forming an arc of a circle or pincers; their length varies between 40 and 47 cm, and none of them shows any indication of sex. Three of them are turned to the right and in front of two other bovids facing them; one last animal is drawn in a vertical position on the left of the whole (fig. 16).

5 - REMARKS

All these engravings of bovids share an indeniable "family likeness": the legs are always pooled to one thick line, the head is reduced to a minimum (if not absent), the horns are long and always directed toward the front, there is never any indication of the tail nor of any other anatomic feature (eyes or ear). The sex can only be determined for certain when the udder is present (fig. 3 ?) because the ventral protuberance sometimes present may as well represent either the penis or the umbilicus (fig. 6, 7 at the bottom).

Another important point is that all these engravings depict humpless longhorns (the so-called *Bos africanus*, a domestic variety of *Bos primigenius*), a type already known in the Nile Valley ca. 6000 BP but today confined to a very small region of
western Africa.

The family likeness thus defined is shared in the same area with the site of Šappe (map. No. 3 and fig. 17 to 19) and all the mentioned localities are spread over a distance that does not exceed forty kilometres.

Šappe (Chabbe, Shepe) is the name usually given to a rock art site first described by F. Anfray (1967), but according to local information, the precise toponym seems to be Manceti (Joussaume, Barbier & Gutherz 1994:7 ; Joussaume 1995:52). Although we had not planned to propose a new study of this already known site, we had the surprise of discovering there some unpublished engravings, below a rock fallen off the cliff. Due to high water during the rainy season, these engravings could not be properly documented, but we could take some preliminary photographs (fig. 17). The reason why these engravings have not been brought to attention before may be because they belong to a whole set that has fallen off since F. Anfray went there. On a photograph published by him (Anfray 1967, fig. 3) three people can indeed be seen studying very closely some engravings at their height but now these figures are not accessible any more : in year 2000 we had to take pictures of the same images with a telephotolens because the ground ensuring to get near them has disappeared and they are now several metres away from the observers (ex. : fig. 18, 19).

At Šappe, the art depicts humpless cattle sculpted in champevé, now out of reach due to the deepening of the river, a fact which implies a considerable lowering of Lake Abbaya waters since the figures were engraved. Thus hydrological parameters could be of some help in dating the art, as the fluctuations of the major lakes of the Rift Valley during the Holocene are well-studied: after the maximum of 9500 to 8500 BP and a general lake regression in the centuries around 7500 BP, the periods of expansion were short-lived compared with phases of contractions to low (or saline) levels near those of today, stabilized since ca. 3000 BP (Butzer, Isaac, Richardson & Washbourn-Kamau 1972). In the Ziway-Salla basin, a drying episode from 8000 to 7200 BP was followed by a rise in lake levels and then another arid phase about 5900 BP (Gillepsie, Street-Perrott & Switsur 1983). Another recession took place at 4800 BP (Street 1979), before the onset of current climate, with a final rather minor rise in Ethiopian lake levels ca. 2000 BP (Grove 1993). It can be suggested that the engravings could have been made at Šappé/Manceti slightly before an arid phase such as the one indicated by the lake recession at 4800 BP, but it would make no sense to discuss such a tentative assumption without a detailed geological study of the site. Moreover, a comparison of the present state of the site with the photographs published by Anfray some 33 years ago indicate that modifications of the river level could have well occurred during the end of the XXth century.

The engravings of Šappé, considered by some authors (Anfray 1967) as “sculptures” have been attributed by P. Červiček (1971:130), followed by R. Joussaume (1981 :169, 1995:55), to the Arabo-Ethiopian style so defined by P. Červiček (1971) at Laga Oda (Ethiopia) and Surer (Arabia) : “In this style, the body of the cattle is shown in profile and so are the legs ; the fore-legs and hind-legs are pooled to one thick line respectively, the hoofs being sometimes shown from the front, making a pincers-like impression, but more often the legs have rounded ends dismissing the hoofs entirely. The neck, head and the ears of the cattle are shown from above, the horns from the back (looking precisely as in the frontal view) as if the head of the
animal were turned away with no respect to the on-looker”.

The following arguments have been used to reinforce this attribution:

1- On one of the Šappe/Manceti engravings, “there is a group of lines engraved on the hind legs that are reminiscent of the paintings of Laga Oda (Harar)” (Joussame, Barbier & Gutherz 1994:7);

2- at Šappe/Manceti as in Laga Oda, “there are bovids with one of the horns carrying something extra”; 

3- at Šappe/Manceti, “certain bovids display an engraving on the neck and identical examples can be found in the Harar (Laga Oda)” (ibid. :10).

We do not intend to discuss here the validity of the concept of a unique Arabo-Ethiopian style found in Eritrea, Ethiopia, Arabia, Yemen, Upper Egypt, Lower Nubia, Northern Darfur, and even in the Ennedi Mountains and the Libyan Desert (Červiçek 1971:130, Clark 1977:75), but such a vast repartition is somewhat problematical. Concerning the Šappe engravings, we are prompted to make the following observations:

1- It is very hard to venture sound comparisons between engravings and paintings : if a group of parallel lines can effectively be seen on the hind legs of one of the bovids engraved at Šappe/Manceti (fig. 19), and on those of one of the bovids painted at Laga Oda, we have counted about 60 other bovids at Laga Oda, and 70 at Šappe/Manceti. However, if no other bovid presents such stripes in Šappe/Manceti, at Laga Oda, at least 13 of the specimens show similar lines on their neck, a feature without exact homologues at Šappe/Manceti.

2- The alleged parallelism between the two sites cannot rely on the “horn carrying something extra”. At Šappe/Manceti, the upper horn of at least 40 bovids is adorned with a kind of triangular stream (fig. 18-19), whereas at Laga Oda, it is only possible to notice one forked horn – in fact a very different feature (cf. Červiçek 1971, fig. 45; here : fig. 22, No. 2).

3- The pendeloques under the neck are rather different in the two sites: subcircular, triangular and/or vertically developed at Šappe/Manceti (fig. 19) rectangular and parallel to the whole neck, with stripes, at Laga Oda (cf. Červiçek 1971, fig.2, 45; here : Fig. 22, No. 4).

4- The comparison between the necks of the bovids in both sites is highly weakened by the fact that, at Šappe/Manceti, the neck is always very short or absent and in the direct prolongation of the dorsal line, whereas at Laga Oda, a discontinuance between the neck and the dorsal line is visible in most cases (cf. Červiçek 1971, fig 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8-16, 18, 19, 21, 25, 38, 45).

5- Characteristic features well attested on one site are absent on the other: the voluminous udders of Šappe/Manceti (fig. 18) find no homologues at Laga Oda, (Fig. 22, No. 5) but the ears which are well-indicated on at least 12 bovids (Červiçek 1971, fig. 12, 14, 16, 22, 33, 38, 45, 47) of Laga Oda (Fig. 22, No. 1) have no counterpart at Šappe/Manceti… not to mention the fact that anthropomorphs or sheep are lacking at the latter whereas they are well attested at the former (Fig. 22, No. 3, 8). Finally, all the bovids from Laga Oda have a long, thin tail with sometimes the indication of the tassel (fig. 22, No. 9) whereas this appendix is rare and without the tassel at Šappe/Manceti; the joint and shape of the legs are sometimes indicated at Laga Oda (fig. 22, No. 6) but never at Šappe/Manceti; in most cases the legs are thin and
sometimes end in a twofold hoof at Laga Oda (fig. 22, No. 7) but never at Sappe/Manceti where on the contrary they are very thick, rigid and more often than not have rounded or square ends.

Drawing interregional comparisons is indeed very interesting and may prove cultural relations, but it appears that such bridgings must rely on strict stylistic and technical typologies. One cannot spare defining precise local styles, before trying to elucidate the chronological and cultural oppositions or similarities between different areas. In this perspective, F. Anfray (1976 :53) had already noticed the similarity of style between the engravings of Sappe and the small set of those of Galma (fig. 20) to the extent that we can certainly talk about a Sappe-Galma Style.

F. Anfray published a photograph of a group of six humboldt bovids and, in 1993, the cliff, engulfed of clay, could be partially cleared by R. Joussaume and S. Barbier, who discovered four other bovids and published a sketch of the whole frieze (Joussaume, Barbier & Guthertz 1994). Our local informants told us that the precise name of the site was Anšimalčo Kinjo, Anšimalčo being the name of the river, and Kinjo having the same meaning as in Godana Kinjo (i.e. : "rock, stone"). So it appears that this name could mean "the [engraved] stone of the river Anšimalčo", Galma being the name of the whole area ; The coordinates of the engraved cliff, at an altitude of 1966 metres, are 06°17'23" N / 38°20'23" E. The engravings are on the righthand bank of the river and the herd is facing the stream, but F. Anfray (1976:54) noted that other pictures may well exist under the clay on the other bank, and after having cleared a part of the cliff, R. Joussaume suggests that "there well may be others". During our visit, the dramatic lack of time and the rainy season (the river level being very high) regretfully disallowed any attempt to clear new parts of the cliffs, or survey other sections of the river. But we could verify the technical and stylistical similarity of the Anšimalčo Kinjo engravings with those of Šappé. They are characterized by the so-called "champlevé" technique or "taille d’épargne" featuring the cutting out of an exoperipherical depression, and the polishing of the endoperigraphical surface (fig. 20). On some of the Anšimalčo Kinjo bovids, the cutting out is particularly deep, with a maximum of 2.5 centimetres, as shown by the cross-section we could take of one of the engravings (fig. 21).

Thus it is perfectly clear that all the engraved sites at Šappé (Anfray 1967), Galma (Anfray 1976), Soka Dibiča and Godana Kinjo belong to a single artistic school, which can be differenciated from the Arabo-Ethiopian paintings of the Harar area, on the basis of the following stylistic criteria:

- "champlevé" technique : deep cutting out of the exoperigrphic surface, giving the illusion of a true relief ;
- endoperigraphical surface usually polished (not always) ;
- monothematic figures : humboldt longhorns with a minimal or absent head ornamented with horns more often than not forming an arc of a circle or pincers, or else one being pricked up and the other bending downward ; no internal anatomic features and rare indication of the tail ; no tassel ; possibility of indication of a huge udder ; and with very thick, rigid legs pooled to one whose ends are rounded or square.

At the present state of the researches, this school has no exact counterpart elsewhere in Ethiopia, and must correspond to some cultural community, still to be determined. Two cultural features appear to have been valued by the artists of this
school: the stream or the circle appended to one of the horns, and the globular, circular or triangular pendeloques under the neck of the bovids. It is to be stressed that all the sites of this school presently identified are on the banks of deep narrow rivers, obviously unaccessible to real cattle – a fact arguing for some symbolic function of the art.

We propose to call this artistic current the “Sappé-Galma school”, and the planning of future researches could aim at determining the geographical extension of this group, acting as a visual demarcation for a limited cultural area. Concerning the themes depicted in this Sappé-Galma school, two important points must be stressed: the engravings represent only bovids, and all these bovids depict humpless longhorns (Bos primigenius f. taurus). No domestic cattle is known in Africa before the VIIth millenium BP, and the humpless longhorns have vanished from Ethiopia without trace, although they could have made some genetic contribution to the present-day zebu races (Blench 1993:75). The zebu (Bos primigenius f. indicus), which appears to have a comparative advantage in arid zones, originates in India and was not brought to Africa before 2500 BP, most probably by the Indian Ocean route. At first sight, these facts seem to imply that the bovids of the Sappé-Galma school must have been engraved between ca. 6500 BP and 2500 BP.

More precisely, the oldest phase of the Ethiopian-Arabian style (the so-called Surre-Hanakiya style) have been tentatively dated to 5000-3000 BP (Červíček 1979), that is to say after the mid-Holocene period of aridity. But the earliest archaeological evidence for domestic cattle in Ethiopia consists of rare fragments not earlier than 3500 BP. At the double rock-shelter of Laga Oda in Hararge province, phalanges of domestic Bos were found in a level dated to ca. 3510 ± 105 BP (Clark & Prince 1978, Clark 1988:63). At Lake Besaka in the Southern Afar Rift, domestic cattle have been provisionally identified on the basis of several teeth found in the latest occupation level dated by charcoal to ca. 3460 ± 280 BP and associated with a low level of the lake (Clark & Williams 1978, Clark 1988:63, Brandt 1982). These dates are consistent with the evidence from the eastern Sudan, from Asa Koma (Djibouti) and from the Gogossis Qabe rockshelter at Buur Heybe in southern Somalia (Brandt 1986, Brandt & Carder 1987:197). It is thus clear that peoples of the Rift Valley had already adopted the pastoral way of life by the middle of the IVth millenium BP (Fattovich 1988:86). On the other hand, some clay figurines of Hawli in show that Pre-Axumites were still breeding humpless cattle during the first century AD (Contenson 1963), whereas the oldest figure of a zebu in Ethiopia is an Axumite sculpture found at Zeban-Kutur (Akkele-Guzay) and wearing an inscription dated from ca. 200 AD (Anfrel 1990:14). It is generally admitted that the general replacement of Bos primigenius f. taurus with Bos primigenius f. indicus must have occurred during the return to more arid conditions, shortly after the last Holocene humid phase, and most probably during the III-IVth centuries AD (Clark 1954, Červíček 1979).

So one cannot rule out the possibility that the bovids of the Sappé-Galma school could be much more recent that usually said, particularly at Sappé where some of the engravings seem to have been cut out with a metallic tool. Future researches will have to verify such a point of great value for dating the art. It would also be interesting to specify the relationships between the images from this school and those which are the closest ones among the representations of the style called Arabo-Ethiopian, that
is those of the labelled “Surre-Hanakiya” style by Červiček (1971).

As for the other engravings presented above (those where the images of bovids are not made according to the “chamlevé” technique but simply represented by the scarce drawing of the contour) we can suppose that they are even more recent. The two bovids from Laga Harro let us think so because neither the technique, nor the patina can help us set them apart, on a chronological point of view, from the anthropomorph holding a spear most probably made of metal and from the coffee set which are on the same slab. In the present state of affairs nothing then forces us to put all the Ethiopian engravings of bovids in an hypothetical, prehistorical or protohistorical, “pastoral period”.
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LEGENDS OF THE FIGURES

Map: Location map of the sites mentioned in the text.

Fig. 1: Overall view of the site of Godana Kinjo (Photo JLLQ). The numbers correspond to those on the situation map (see fig. 2), i.e. From left to right: 1 = fig. 3; 2 = fig. 4 and 5; 3 = fig. 6.

Fig. 2: Situation map of the engravings from the site of Godana Kinjo (see fig. 1 and 3-6).

Fig. 3: Godana Kinjo: Engraving set No. 1. The bigger bovid is made according to the technique used in Sappe, but in a more rudimentary way (the lowering of the exoperigraphic surface is not complete and the inside surface is not polished). The tip of the horn bending downward is appended with a small pendeloque. The smaller bovid below is a simple line engraving. This group of pictures had unfortunately been redrawn with chalk before our visit (photo JLLQ).

Fig. 4: Godana Kinjo: Engraving No. 2. Line engraving of a bovid, hardly visible because located on the very spot of a heavy run-off flow (photo JLLQ).

Fig. 5: Godana Kinjo: Sketch of the bovid on fig. 4 (Computer-aided design: JLLQ).

Fig. 6: Godana Kinjo: Pecked line engraving of a bovid partially polished but unfortunately redrawn with chalk by unscrupulous visitors (Photo JLLQ).

Fig. 7: Ejersa Gara Hallo: Overall view of the engravings, made from a group of photographs (Photos: GA, Computer-aided design: JLLQ).

Fig. 8: Detailed photo from the panel of Ejersa Gara Hallo (Photo: GA).

Fig. 9: Detailed sketch of the bovid, the circle and the anthropomorph from Ejersa Gara Hallo. Compare with the photo published by E. Haberland, here fig. 10 (Computer-aided design: JLLQ, from photo GA).

Fig. 10: Ritual of jumping over bovids among the Hamar (photo from Haberland 1959). Compare with fig. 8 and 9.

Fig. 11: Laga Harro: Overall sketch (Computer-aided design: JLLQ, from photos GA).

Fig. 12: Laga Harro, detail: Two engraved bovids (Photo GA).

Fig. 13: Laga Harro, détail: Engraving of a character holding a spear most
probably made of metal (Photo GA).

**Fig. 14**: Laga Harro, détail: Engraving showing a coffee-set with the jābāna (Ḫù ṣ “coffee-pot”) and six cups (Photo GA).

**Fig. 15**: Soka Dibiča: View of one of the engraved blocks. The well-visible bovid on the left is made according to the same “reserve” technique used for those from Šappe and stylistically comparable to them. The same is true of the other two on the right, more difficult to make out (Photo JLLQ).

**Fig. 16**: Soka Dibiča: View of the third engraved block. You can make out three bovids on top of each other and turned to the right with behind them yet another one represented in vertical position. There are two more bovids turned to the left on the right side of the block but very difficult to make out. All those figures are made according to the same “reserve” technique used for those from Šappe and are stylistically comparable to them (Photo JLLQ).

**Fig. 17**: Šappe: Engravings from a collapsed block. This picture was made from a photomontage of two different shots and then turned upside down. At the moment, the set is actually on the lower side of the collapsed block (photo JLLQ).

**Fig. 18**: Šappe: One of the engravings from the main panel. You can notice the huge udder, the vertical dividing lines partially splitting the legs block, and the triangular pendeloque appended to the upper horn. The whole exoperigraphic surface is lowered (and you can see here and there the traces of the tool used for this task) whereas the inside surface is thoroughly polished. The very voluminous udder bears the same sort of “dividing line” as the legs (Photo JLLQ).

**Fig. 19**: Šappe: One of the engravings from the main panel but this time with a non-polished inside surface. Notice the lowering of the exoperigraphic surface, and on the hind-legs the vertical dividing line and horizontal stripes, as well as the elongated pendeloques appended to the neck of the animal and its upper horn (Photo JLLQ).

**Fig. 20**: Anšimalčo Kinjo (alias Galma): Partial view of the engravings. Notice the analogy of style with the engravings from Šappe (Photo JLLQ).

**Fig. 21**: Anšimalčo Kinjo: Section of one of the engravings on the top right-hand corner of fig. 20 along the line A-B (Computer-aided design: JLLQ).

**Fig. 22**: Differences between the paintings from the Laga Oda-Surré school (LOS) described by P. Červiček (1971) and the engravings from the Šappe-Galma School (ŠG):

1. The ears may be represented at LOS, never at ŠG.
2. Twofold horns at LOS, triangular pendeloque appended to the upper horn at
3. There are anthropomorphs at LOS, not at $\text{SG}$.
4. The pendeloques are striped, rectangular and developed parallel to the neck and along its whole length at LOS; subcircular, triangular and/or vertically developed at $\text{SG}$.
5. The cow udders are subtly indicated at LOS (only the teats are visible), and hypertrophic at $\text{SG}$.
6. The shape and joint of the legs are sometimes indicated at LOS, never at $\text{SG}$.
7. The legs are very often thin at LOS and sometimes end in a twofold "pincher-like" hoof which is never to be found at $\text{SG}$ (where at the very most you can sometimes notice a vertical dividing line partially splitting the legs block).
8. The sheep are present at LOS, unknown at $\text{SG}$.
9. All the bovids from LOS have a long, thin tail with sometimes the indication of the tassel; this appendix is rare at $\text{SG}$, and never shows the tassel.
1 - Bayso.
2 - Laga Harro.
3 - Šappe/Manceti.
4 - Ejersa Gara mallo.
5 - Tutitti.
6 - Tuto Fela.
7 - Soka Dibića.
8 - Anšimalco Kinjo.
9 - Godana Kinjo.